
PLD Samsung OM46N Cover is a ceiling mount, which 
is display specific developed for the Samsung OM46N 
or OM46B screen.

The TV mount that is already included is optimized for 
this screen type.

The ceiling mount can be installed either in portrait or 
landscape format.

The swivelling of ±20° offers the possibility of optimal 
alignment. The height can be varied between 900 - 
1600 mm (centre of screen) with tools.

The cables are routed inside the ceiling extension 
and are therefore hidden from view and unauthorized 
access. Service flaps on the back ensure convenient 
access.

The max. load is 60 kg.

Due to the subtle and slim design, the ceiling mount 
can be used in any environment.

The surfaces of the PLD Samsung OM46N Cover are 
finished with an impact- and scratch-resistant powder 
coating in black.

internal cable routeing
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 display specific for Samsung OM46N | OM46B

 display specific TV mount included

 portrait or landscape format possible

 ±20° swivelling

 height adjustable between 900 - 1600 mm  
 (centre of screen)

 incl. service flaps on the back

 internal cable routeing

 impact- and scratch-resistant powder coating

 colour: black

 60 kg max. load

 slim design 
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